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1. INTRODUCTION You are now the owner of the Universal M-400v2 Decoder. The M-400v2
features new modes and capabilities never affe red in a "reader" befare.

Shortwave reception modes include:

• Baudot
• ASCII
• SITaR A & B
• FEC-A
• SWED-ARQ
• FAX (ta printer port)

45, 50, 57, 75 and 100 baud.
75 , 110 and 150 baud.
automatically selected by AUTOR.
96 and 144 baud.
S, Mand L lengths.
120 LPM 576 IOC

For the VHF-UHF enthusiasts, the following capabilities are featured:

• ACARS
·POCSAG
• GOLAY
• CTCSS (PL) Decoding
• DCS (DPL) Decoding
• DTMF Decoding

Aviation message/telemetry mode.
Digital pager mode.
Dig ital pager mode.
41 standard frequencies
104 standard codes
16 digits.

2. INSTALLATION

Reminder ..•
Before operating,
plug the power cord
into the M-400 ,
then plug the power
adapter intothewall.

This manual will start with installation and general features. Then shortwave
modes will be discussed. Next "scanner" modes and features will be
reviewed. Finally specialized programming will be examined. A careful
review of th is manual is required to understand and operate this device.

UNIVERSAL UP SENSE MKG"' IN 0 M·400 DECODER 011 11I • 0
:Q

SP

Oniversal M-4tOO •DOWN FUNCTlON INPUT

Version 2.00 011 11 •
O"'T'"

0 • 0
ElI 1l $

+Important Note: Listeners are reminded that the unauthorized interception
and/or divulgence of private, non-broadcast, communications may violate
federal and/or state laws.

The M-400 should be located in a convenient location close to your radio
receiver and / or scanner. Do not place the unit on top of, or close to sourees
of heat such as radiators, heat ducts, etc . The Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
screen on the M-400 provides the best contrast and clearest display when
viewed perpendicular to the sloped front panel or from a level below this line.
Do not locate the M-400 where it may be exposed to water or excessive
moisture.

I A I•POWER CONNECTION
... WARNING! Please read betare plugging unit into the wall ...

First, insert the coaxial plug of the wall-mounted power adapter into the hole
of the rear panel of the M·400 marked "11-14 VDC". Then, plug the power
adapter into the 110 volt AC wal! outlet. Please do this to avoid electrical
shock and/or damage to the M-400. Do NOT insert or remove the power
connector while the AC power adapter is plugged into the wal!. Do not use
extension cords or any other type of extenders or adapters.

Universal M·400 Decoder Page 1 Owner's Manual
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I I
I I

Conneet Conneet'
parallel printer supplied

here if power supply
desired. here.

DISC SPKR
IN IN

I I
Input tor I
lowlevel I

audio. I
Input tor

high level
audio.

SPKR
OUT

9
I
I

Conneet
extemal
speaker
here if

desired.

PRINTER 11·14 VDC

Reminder ...
If a plug is inserted
into the DISC IN,
then the SPKR IN
will be disabled.

Note .•.
For more informa
tion on connecting
theM-400toascan-

t ner , please see
AppendicesF & G.

IA IWarning ...
The printer must be
turned OFF when
power is applied to
theUniversal M-400.

• RECEIVER CONNECTION
The receiver audio output may be connected to the M-400 by one of two
methods , depending upon the type of audio output being used.

1. Speaker Audio
Plug one end of a suitable audio patch cord into the speaker output of your
receiver and the other end into the rear panel jack of the M-400 marked
"SPKR IN". With most receivers, making the conneetion to the speaker
output will switch off the receiver's internal speaker. The M·400 accommo
dates this by providing an output to drive an external speaker. Refer to your
receiver's instruction manual for information on selecting an external speak
er. Follow the receiver manufacturer's recommendations - the speaker that
you connect to the M-400 will actually be driven directly by your receiver's
output. Gonnect the external speaker to the rear panel jack of the M-400
labeled "SPKR OUT".

2. Low-Level Audio
Gonnect the low-Ievel audio output (discriminator, detector, or recorder
output) of your receiver to the M-400 rear panel connector marked "DISG IN".
Conneetiens to the low-Ievel receiver outputs do not normally affect the
speaker output of most receivers. If the low-Ievel audio input is used the
"SPKR IN" and "SPKR OUT" jacks may still be used to switch a remote
speaker with the M-400 . The "SPKR" jacks are disconnected trom the
internal demodulator circuits when a plug is inserted into the "DISG IN" jack.
Therefore you cannot use the SPKR IN and DISG IN at the same time .

Note: Some receivers will not provide enough volume from their record output
jacks. In such a case, you may have to use the receivers speaker output.

• PRINTER CONNECTION
You may connect a Gentronics parallel interface compatible printer to the M
400 using a standard "PC" printer cabIe. Gonnect the 25 pin "D" end of the
cable to the M-400 "PRINTER" jack and the 36 pin end to the printer. Always
turn the M-400 on first ... then power-up the printer. Use of the printer is
optional foroperation ofthe M-400 in all modes except FAX. The M-400 FAX
output is available only at the printer output. For proper operation in the FAX
mode, the printer must be compatible with the Epson 8 pin or 24 pin bit
mapped graphics modes . Universal Radio maintains a list of known
compatible printers. Please check this source prior to investing in a printer
which may not suit your needs.

Universal M-4OQ Decoder Page 2 Owner's Manual
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3. FUNCTIONAL MODES We are now ready to turn the M-400 on. To do this turn the GAIN contral
clockwise. The display will briefly show:

Universa1 M-400
Version 2.00

Reminder:
When correspond
ing with the factory
or your dealer,
please specify your
version number.

The display next display the "default mode" (to be explained later) and then
will go blank. The M-400 is now ready to operate. (You must wait tor the
display to clear before starting).

Pressing the FUNCTION button steps the display through the following
functional modes:

Mode Typical M-400 Display

• Operating Mode Se/eet BAUDOT
NOR

75
170

• Programming Aeeess Press "SENSE" for
Program Mode Menu

• Auxiliary Contro/s 1 Speaker MAN
Scro11 Rate

OFF
5.0 S

OFFU.O.S.

__I
• Auxi/iary Contro/s 2

• Text Reeeive

1 blank, or recently received text.

We are initially going to be concerned with the Operating Mode Se/eet and
Text Reeeive modes. These modes are most closely associated with the
reception of shortwave RTTY and FAX.

Notes:
• Wheneverthe M-400 is operating, and the display would otherwise be blank,
a blinking asterisk (*) wil! appear in the upper right hand corner of the LCD
display.

• As mentioned on the previous page ... If you are using a printer, be sure to
turn the M-400 on first, then turn the printer on.

• When brawsing through these alternate display modes, reception in the
currently selected mode will continue. Output to the printer will not be
interrupted and received data (string or burst formats) will be held in queue
until the unit is returned to the Text Reeeive mode. If a new operating mode
is selected, the new mode does not take effect until the unit is switched fram
the Operating Mode Se/eetto Text Reeeive operation.

Universal M-400 Decoder Page 3 Owner's Manual



4. OPERATING MODE
SELECT

After the M-400 is turned on, and the screen has cleared, you may then press
the FUNCTION key to see the currently selected reception mode. Pressing
the UP and DOWN buttons wil! step through the other recept ion modes:

BAUDOT, ASCII, AUTOR , FEC-A, SWED-ARQ, CTCSS, DCS,
DTMF, POCSAG, Super POCSAG, GOLAY, ACARS, FAX

• SELECTING A RECEPTION MODE
Simply continue to press the UP or DOWN key until the desired mode
appears .

• SELECTING NORMAL I REVERSE
!! the indicated mode requires manual setting of the demodulator sense
(normal or reverse) then either NOR or REV wil! appear on the screen below
the mode. For example , the BAUDOT mode may be set for normal or reverse,
therefore the display could show:

I
BAUDOT

. NOR

Pressing the SENSE button wil! toggle between NORmal and REVerse
demodulator sense lfthe sense function is applicable to the currently selected
mode. (If the displayed mode is SWED-ARQ then the SENSE button wil!
select Short, Medium or Long character groups).

It is not absolutely necessary to set the proper sense at this point. The SENSE
button operates exactly as described above when the M-400 is in the TEXT
RECEIVE mode, except there is no on-screen indication of the selected
setting to referto. In otherwords, you can change the sense, "on the t1y" while
you are receiving the signa!.

/f no button , other than FUNCTION is pressed, then the next press of the
FUNCTION button wil! advance to the PROGRAMMING ACCESS display
screen. If any button, other than FUNCTION is pressed prior to pressing the
FUNCTION button, then a different sequence of events will occur as de
scribed below. In any event, if anotherkey is pressed priorto FUNCTION, the
unit wil! return to the Text Receive mode at the end of the MODE SELECTION
sequence .

The mode of operation which is displayed on the screen when the FUNCTION
button is pressed wil! be the new operating mode. If there are no user
selectable parameters associated with the new mode (other than received
sense) operation will immediately begin in the new operating mode.

These 'fixed-parameter' modes include:

AUTOR,CTCSS,DCS,DTMF,POCSAG,
Super POCSAG, GOLAY, ACARS and FAX

If the new mode of operation is notone of these 'fixed' modes, the screen wil!
display the current demodulator shift value. Pressing either the UP orDOWN
buttons wil! step through the fixed shifts of:

170, 425 and 850

Universal M·400 Decoder Page 4 Owne(s Manual



5. INDICATORS

Variabie (Le. non-standard) shifts can also be selected in the range of 100 to
1000 Hz. Ta do this press either UP or DOWN buttons while holding down
the SENSE button. This wil! vary the shift in 5 Hz steps (at a rate of 4 steps
per second) as long as bath buttons are pressed.

NOTE: Press and hold the SENSE button befare pressing either UP or
DOWN and do not release the SENSE button until after releasing UP and
DOWN buttons.

Observing the MK and SP LEDs wil! assist in setting the unit to the proper
shift. The goal is to get the MK (mark) and SP (space) LEDs to flash with
equal brightness. When the desired shift has been selected, press the
FUNCTION button again.

If the selected mode is SWED-ARQ, then operation wil! commence in the
new mode. If the selected mode is BAUDOT, ASCII or FEC-A, the screen
will display the default (or current) speed setting. Pressing the UP and
DOWN buttons will step through the available standard speeds of the
selected mode. When the desired speed is indicated on the screen, press
the FUNCTION button again and operation at the newly selected mode will
begin.

Nots:
If you have your printer on-Iine during mode selection, the printer will pertorm
a line feed when the FUNCTION button is pressed to select a new mode.
This is normal.

The M-400 has four light emitting diodes (LED's). Their functions are:

MK Indicates reception of a marktone (1275 Hz).

SP Indicates reception of a space tone.

INPUT Indicates adequate level of audio is present at the input and the
GAIN control is set high enough.

DATA Indicates the unit is receiving data from the demodulator section.
In Baudot RTIY this merely indicates the transition from Mark to
Space. In FEC-A this indicates received data or idle.

Universal M·400 Decoder Page 5 Owner's Manual



6. DISPLAY METHODS The LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) on the M-400 front panel is composed of two
lines of twenty characters each using a 5x7 dot matrix for each character. This
display is used to assist in setting the mode and other operating parameters
and functions. Under normal operation, the display serves to show the
received text or other decoded information.

In this display funct ion, there are four distinct formats used to present the
received information depending upon the current operating mode : String,
Burst, Direct and None. The M·400 automatically selects the appropriate
display method! The following explanation of each display method is
provided for those desiring a deeper understanding of how the M-400 works.

• String Display Method
The string format is used to display text in modes where the data is received
at a relatively constant rate which is slow enough that it can be read and
understood in "real time" conditions by the average individual. Characters are
displayed, from left to right, on the lower LCD !ine. When the lower !ine is filled ,
its contents are moved to the top line (over-writing any text which was on the
top line) and the bottom !ine is c1earedto make ready for the next !ine of text.
This is commonly referred to as "scrolling". Any partial words which were not
completed at the end of the !ine when the display is scrolled are transferred
to the beginning of the new line. This prevents the break-up or hyphenation
of displayed words .

If sorne of the received text is missed or needs to be reviewed, the UP and
DOWN buttons may be used to serail baek through previously reeeived text.
This is described in detail on the next page under "Manual Text Scrolling".

Str ing display mode is used for: BAUDOT, ASCII , AUTOR (SITOR AlB),
FEC-A, SWED and DTMF .

• Burst Display Method
The burst format is used to display text in modes where the reeeived data
oceurs at very high instantaneous rates but only for relative ly short durations
at any given time. If these types of modes were displayed in "real time" as in
the string mode, the user would be able to read only the last two lines of each
'burst ' of data; the rest of the burst would scroll past the display in a blur. Since
the average data rate of these burst modes is usually within the reading speed
of the average person, the burst format simply spreads the received bursts
over a longer period of time.

The burst format separates the received text into individual !ines and then
scrolIs one line onto the display at a time. The rate at which the new lines are
presented is controlled by the user by specifying the minimum time interval
between suceess ive new lines. The procedures for doing this will be
described in detail later on. The scrolling rate should be selected to be slow
enough for comfortabie reading, but no sa slow as to allow the averaging
buffer to become full. The M-400 will retain up to 8,000 reeeived text
characters in its buffer.

If some of the received text or data is missed or needs to be reviewed. use the
UP and DOWN buttons to scroll back through previously received text. This
is described in greater detail at the end of this seetion .

Burst display mode used for: POCSAG, Super POCSAG, GOLAY &ACARS.

Universal M·400 Decoder Page 6 Owner's Manual



Reminder:
After scrolling, you
must press UP and
DOWN simulta
neously to resume
displayingincoming
text.

• Direct Display Method
The direct format is used to display the results of non-text decoded informa
tion. This format is used only when operaling in the CTCSS and DCS sub
audible signaling modes. The left side of the top LCD line is used to display
the 3 or 4 digit value of the received signa!. When these signals are keyed,
the same pattern is repeated over and over until the transmission stops. For
this reason, the M-400 simply displays the decoded value as long as it is
present. When the signal stops, or becomes too weak or distorted to properly
decode. the LCD display segment is blanked.

The M-400 has the capability of comparing the decoded CTCSS or DCS
pattern with user-programmed values and turning on the speaker output
during the time when a match exists. This feature will be described in greater
detail later.

Direct display mode is used for: CTCSS and DCS

• "None" Display Method
While the M-400 is operat ing in the FAX mode, the LCD display will simply
show the word FACSIMILE. As the name 'none' implies, no received
information is presented on the display . The FAX image is strictly routed to
the parallel printer port.

I FACSIMILE

MANUAL TEXT SCROLLING
Text (or other information) which is received and displayed in either the String
or Burst display formats is stored in the 4,000 charactertext buffer. With either
of these formats, as new information is received and displayed, the oldest
displayed text is seraIled off the top line of the LCD and disappears.

This 'lost' information may be retrieved for review with the use of the UP and
DOWN buttons. Each press of one of these buttons wil! cause the display to
scroll up or down, one line at a time through the data stored in the text buffer.
Pressing DOWN repeatedly wil! bring you to the top of the text buffer . To help
visualize this, think of the buffer as a sheet of paper and the LCD as a fixed
window. The paper gets moved up or down behind the fixed window.

When either UP or DOWN button is first pressed, the automatic display
operation will be suspended. In order to restore normal operatIon of the
display, press and release both UP and DOWN buttons simultaneously. The
LCD screen will be cleared and normal text display wil! then resume . This
procedure does not f1ush (erase) the stored text. It just moves the LCD
"window" down beyond the last line. This is a very important paragraph to
understand.

Universal M·400 Decoder Page 7 Owner's Manual



7. BAUDOT In Chapter 4 we spoke generally about selecting a mode, and then selecting
the speed, sense and shift. Now we are going to review this procedure as it
applies to specific modes.

We are going to start witn the oldest teletype mode, Baudot. Many Baudot
stations have recently changed to newer more reliable modes such as SITOR
and FEC-A. However, there remains a number of weather and press stations
using this mode. There is also a large population of encrypted Baudot stations
which cannot be decoded. It is therefore advisable to seek known Baudot
stations as listed in various books, newsletters and directories. This will
dramatically improve your chances of obtaining a readable signa!. Especially
as a beginner, you should practice on a streng reliable station such as CFH
Weather (see sample Baudot station list on next page).

To select the Baudot mode, press the FUNCTION button. The currently
selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left of the LCD screen.
Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step through the various operating modes
until the screen displays:

I
BAUDOT

. NOR

Press the FUNCTION button. The screen will now display: .

I
BAUDOT

. NOR 170

The 170 indicates that the demodulator is set for a shift of 170 Hz. Use the
UP and DOWN buttons to select the proper shiftforthe received signa!. When
correctly tuned, the MK and SP will flash with equal brilliance. This will show
you are physically tuned to the tones of the signal (mark and space). It does
not indicate whether your have the correct mode, speed, or sense selected!

Press the FUNCTION button. The screen will now display:

75
170_~lI BAUDOT

NOR

The 75 indicates that the unit is set to decode a Baudot signalof 75 baud. Use
the UP and DOWN buttons to select the proper baud rate (speed) forthe signal
to be received. Available speeds are 45, 50, 57, 75 and 100 baud.

Press the FUNCTION button. The M-400 is now in the Text Receive mode
for Baudot. You may be properly receiving text at this time. If not you can
press the SENSE button. This will toggle you from NORmal to REVerse (or
visa versa). There will be no specific indication of this as such (other than
possibly the result of this action ... which may be readable text).

The following is a brief tutorial on radioteletype for beginners ...

RTTY, which stands for Radio TeleTYpe, is a term used to cover a wide variety
of radio communications codes. What they all have in common is that they
are based on teletype operation. Tele (far away, or remote) type (typing, or
printing) originally used wires to conneet the teletyping machines together.

Universal M-400 Decoder Page 8 Owner's Manual



This on and off keying is called a binary, ortwo state code. On shortwave the
two states (on and oft) are represented by two distinct tones, or frequencies,
ca lied the Markand the Space. This separation between the mark and space
frequencies is referred to as the shift. Common shifts include 170, 425 and 850
Hz. It is the responsibility of the shortwave receiver to convert these radio
frequency signals down to aud io tones. Any instability or drift in the short-wave
receiver will degrade of performance of the M-400. The receiver must also be
capable of providing a complete signal to be demodulated. While narrow
filters may be desirabie in certain cases, in other instances they can prevent
both needed portions of the signa' (Mark and Space), from reaching the M
400 . For 170 Hz shift use at least a 500 Hz filter, for 425 Hz use at least a 1000
Hz filter, and for 850 Hz use at least a 2000 Hz (2 kHz) filter.

The objective in tuning a RTIY signal is to match the mark and space tones
coming from the receiver to the same frequencies as the Mark and Space
filters in the M-400's demodulator. In order to match these ton es, the receiver
must be capable of tun ing in very fine increments. If the main tuning of the
receiver is not capable of varying the frequency by 10Hz. or less, then the RIT,
BFO or similar fine-tuning control must be used to tune RTTY signais.

We strongly suggest you initially try for published RTTY stations on known
frequencies, transmitting with known baud rates and shifts. Randomly tun ing
around, trying different, modes and speeds will be unproductive. To tune a
typical Baudot RTTY signal you would:

1. Set the M-400 for the correct baud rate (usually 50 or 75 baud).
2. Set the M-400 for the correct shift (usually 170 Hz. in the ham

bands, 425 or 850 Hz. outside the ham bands).
3. Slowly tune the rece iver around the signal until bath the Mark

(MK) and Space (SP) LEDs flash with equal brightness.
4. If readable copy does not follow, then press the SENSE button

to change the sense (or polarity) of the signa!.

A few general reminders ...
• If you can't get both the MK & SP to light, try a different shift.
• If you still can't both MK & SP check your filter selection on the rece iver.
• You must always try both senses (NOR and REV).
• In order to get readable Baudot RTTY you must have all of the

tollowing correct:
• Speed, • Sense and • Shift (some copy is possible with wrong shift).

• The station must be active (not idling) to copy.
• There are many 75 baud Baudot signals on shortwave that are encrypted

in content. The apparent "garbage" you are getting is what is being sent.
• Many RTTY trequencies are seasonal in nature.
• Many RTTY stations only transmit on an as-needed basis.
• Many RTIY stations transmit in a directional pattern and therefore

may not be audible in your area.
• Propagation may not permit reception at a given time.
• Some stations only transmit on certain days or with reduced weekend

schedules.
• Learn the easier RTIY modes like Baudot and SITaR, before exploring

the more advanced modes.
• When looking tor a specific RTTY station always try the Iisted trequency

plus or minus 3 kHz .

Universal M-400 Decoder Page 9 Owner's Manual



UNSHIFT ON SPACE FEATURE

The Unshift On Space (UOS) capab ility is a fairly subtIe feature that only
appl ies to the Baudot-based modes (Baudot, SITaR AlB, FEC-A and
SWED-ARQ). You do not need to fully understand this feature to monitor
these modes .

Baudot is a live data bit per character code, providing 32 possible bit
combinations. This does not provide enough unique characters for the 26
letters , 10 digits, and punctuation used in the English language, so Baudot
uses two sets of letters , or cases. One case (letters or LTRS) contains the
letters of the alphabet, while the other case (figures or FIGS) holds the
numbers and punctuation. Normally, the contral codes to select a case are
only sent when there is actually a change in the case of the transmitted text ,
or, in some services, at the end of every line. Normal text contains mostly
lower case characters. 11 an errar occurs in the reception of a character,
there is a chance that the resulting error will cause an improper shift into the
upper case. If this occurs , the upper case representation (Le. incorrect
representation!) of all the follow ing text will be displayed (numbers, punctua
tion , bells , etc.), until the sending station again sends the lower case (LTRS)
control code.

If the M-400's UOS feature is left on it will quickly correct this condition. UOS
will force the M-400 into the lower (LTRS) case each time the space
character is received. At the end of every word, then , the lower case
operation is restored, and the most that would be lost to gibberish in the event
of a false FIGS shift, is one word.

The M-400 provides this lunction on a user-selected basis . Please reler to
page 36 to program this feature on or oft. Why would we want to turn off such
a marvelous invention? Certain stations, particularly weather transmissions,
send columns of numbers. With the UOS on, each time a space is received
to place the numbers (FIGS) in column form the unit will switch to LTRS and
you will see a column of numbers followed by several columns of letters that
make no sense at all.

As an example; the date of MARCH 12, 1 9 8 7 would appear as MARCH

12 , QOIU if the UOS were enabled .

Most users prefer to leave the U.O.S. "on" except during the reception of
RTTY weather transmissions. This way when the Baudot code inadvertently
falls into the wrong case it is quickly restored to the proper case.

Universal M-400 Decoder Page 10 Owne~s Manual



i BAUDOT SAMPLE FREQUENCIES

TIME (GMT) kHz. Baud Shift Station
0000 6848 50 425 PAP press alse 11497
0030 7806 50 400 TANJUG English press
0100 11065 75 475 XINHUA English press
0114 7996 50 400 TANJUG English press
0300 4004 50 425 TELAM press alse 7428
0400-0415 11«78 50 425 KCNA English press
0500 16135 75 425 APN press
0600 17468 50 425 MTI English press
0700 9830 50 425 SPK English press
0801 9133 50 425 ATA English press
0945 14568 50 425 KCNA press alse 10580
1000 15632 50 230 KCNA English press
1120 13440 50 425 TANJUG press
1120 17470 75 425 XINHUA English press
1220 18039 50 850 AA press alse 19040
1300 13371 50 425 INA English press
1330 13113 75 365 XINHUA English press
1340 14800 50 600 TAP French Press
1400 18220 50 425 MAP English press
1400 18055 75 425 MFA/TANJUG Press
1400 14373 50 425 INA English press
1400 13648 50 425 CTK English press
1400 7695 50 850 CNA press alse 9090
1400 5097 50 425 JIJI press also 8175
1430 16117 50 425 PANA English press
1500 5195 50 425 ADN press
1500- 9430 50 425 ATA English press
1500 7800 50 425 IRNA English press
1500 9395 50 425 KCNA press also 10580
1500 9331 50 425 VNA press alse 10599

1500 19980 50 600 IRNA English press

1500 24102 75 400 TANJUG English press
1520 21860 75 425 TANJUG English press
1530 14910 75 400 TANJUG English press
1540 14764 75 350 GNA Eng1ish press
120011500 20085 50 425 ANSA English press
1600 20560 50 425 JANA English press
1630 19087 50 425 CLP Spanish press
1800 8020 50 425 KCNA press
1900 13440 50 425 TANJUG English press
1900 14928 50 425 PL Press
2100 11430 50 250 KCNA French press

6496 75 850 CFH Weather (alse FAX)
10535 75 850 CFH weather (alse FAX)

13510 75 850 CFH Weather (also FAX)
14356 50 425 GFL24 Weather
18230 50 425 GFL25 Weather
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8. ASCII ASCII stands for American Standard Code for /nformation /nterchange. The
ASCII code is similar to the Baudot code except its character is composed of
7 data bits instead of 5. ASCII is not a popular radio mode.

To select the ASCII mode, press the FUNCTION button. The currently
selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left of the LCD screen.
Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step through the various operating modes
until the screen displays:

I ASCII
NOR

Note: The screen
may indicate REV
rather than NOR.

110
170

Reminder:
ASCII signals are
currently very
scarce on short
wave (HF).

Press the FUNCTION button. The screen will now display:

I
ASCII

. NOR 170

The 170 indicates that the demodulator is set for a shift of 170 Hz. Use the
UP and DOWN buttons to select the proper shift for the received signal (refer
to the section on DEMODULATOR TUNING). When the signal is correctly
tuned, but not decoding; try changing the sense from NOR to REV.

Press the FUNCTION button. The screen will now display:

I
ASCII

. NOR

The 110 indicates that the unit is set to decode an ASCII signalof 110 baud.
Use the UP and DOWN buttons to select the proper baud rate (speed) for the
signal to be received. Available speed are 75,110 and 150 baud.

Press the FUNCTION button. The M-400 is now in the Text Receive mode
for ASCII. As always, tune the radio to get both the MKand SP LEDs to blink.

ASCII is not generally used on the HF bands except by W1AW, a few
amateurs, and then usually at 110 Baud. W1AWis the master station of the
American Radio Re/ay League located in Newington, CT. They transmit
bulletins daily for radio amateurs in Baudot 45, ASCII 110 and SITOR. Their
schedule (in UTC) is:

DAILY
0100,0400,2200

MON-FRI
1500

Universal M-400 Decoder

3625, 7095, 14095, 21095 &28095 kHz
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9. AUTOR (SITOR A & B) The Simplex Telex Over Radio (SITOR) code is used extensively in marit ime
and diplomatie communications. SITOR A and Bare popular shortwave
modes. The SITOR signals are always sent at 100 baud and usually 170 Hz.
shift. SITOR A is one of the easiest RTTY modes to find and tune . lt is easy
to find because of the unique chirp, chirp, chirp sound of two stations
interchanging data.

Using the frequency chart below, listen for the distinctive chirp, chirp sound.
Once again , the idea will be to tune the radio receiver in such a manner as to
get both the MK and SP LEDs to flicker on the M-400. Now that you have bath
Mark and Space you mayor may not be getting text on your screen. When
you tune to a SITOR A station, the chirps you hear may be the three character
groups being sent , or they may be nothing more than the acknowledgment
pulses from the receiving station (orin "computer" terms ... you may be merely
Iistening to the "handshaking"). The sound is quite similar. However, in time
you will be able to teil the difference by "ear". Until then, be patient.
Understand that when the receiving station is done receiving he will probably
start transmitting text back to the original transmitting station ;

DAYS
12465 - 13070 kHz.
16860 • 17225 kHz.
22315·22555 kHz.

EVENINGS
6325 - 6490 kHz.
8435 - 8700 kHz.

12465 - 13070 kHz.

To select the SITOR A mode set the M-400 to the "AUTOR" mode . To do this
press the FUNCTION button. The currently selected mode of operation
should appear at the upper left of the LCD screen. Use the lUP or DOWN
buttons to step through the var ious operating modes until AUTOR appears on
the screen . Press the FUNCTION button. The unit is now operating in the
AUTOR mode. As always, tune the radio to get both the M~ and SP LEDs
to blink with equal brilliance. Enough audio level must be avallable to light the
INPUTLED to full brilliance (otherwise the MKand SPLEDs!may not light) .

SITOR B consists of a continuous data stream of 100 ~aud data bits
characterized by its "singing" sound . It does not have the dlsfinctive "chirp
chirp" sound of mode A, and is not as commonly used. Mod~ B is generally
used as a broadcast mode to ships by coastal maritime stations, Here are
some frequencies to try:

DAYS
12630 -12715 kHz
16860 • 17025 kHz.
19680 - 19710 kHz.
22375 • 22445 kHz.

EVENINGS '
4210- 4270 kHz.
6314 - 6345 kHz.
8415 - 8435 kHz.

12630 • 12715 kHz.'

SITOR-B mayalso be used for the reception of the NAVTEXsignal at 518 kHz.

• Note:
If the M-400 is set in the AUTOR mode it wil! also copy SITOR-B. Even if the
transmitting station suddenly changes from SITOR A to SITOR B, copy will
continue as long as you are in the AUTOR mode. '

When trying to copy SITOR you do not have to worry about sense (NORI
REV), speed or shift! '
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170

96
170

10.FEC-A FEC-A is a popular European press and diplomatie mode. To selectthe FEC
A mode, press the FUNCTION button. The currently selected mode of
eperation should appear at the upper left of the LCD screen. Use the UP or
DOWN buttons to step through the various operating modes until the screen
displays FEC-A.

Press the FUNCTION button. The screen wil! now display:

I FEC-A

The 170 indicates that the demodulator is set for a shift of 170 Hz. Use the
UP and DOWN buttons to select the proper shift tor the received signal (refer
to the section on DEMODULATOR TUNING).

Press the FUNCTION button. The screen wil! now display:

I FEC-A

The 96 indicates that the unit is set to decode a FEC-A signalof 96 baud. Use
the UP and DOWN buttons to selectthe proper baud rate (speed) torthe signal
to be received. The available speeds are 96 and 144 baud.

Press the FUNCTION button. The M-400 is now in the Text Receive mode
tor FEC-A. Tune tor MK & SP. FEC-A signals take several seconds to "sync".

I FEC-A SAMPLE FREQUENCIES

Baud Shift kHz Call Location
96 850 123 DCF42 Bonn, Germany
96 425 10217 9VF59 Singapore (Bonn re1ay)

144 10802 DZFG Belgrade, Yugos1avia
96 140 11123 DFI26 Bonn, Germany

144 11483 Paris, France
144 13417 TAD Ankara, Turkey
144 368 13427 Belgrade, Yugos1avia
144 378 13539 Moscow, Russia (Fr. Ernb. )

96 403 13570 Bonn, Germany
144 13833 TAD Ankara, Turkey

96 425 13927 DFN92 Bonn, Germany
144 812 13982 TAD Ankara, Turkey
144 15794 TAD Ankara, Turkey
144 18184 TAD Ankara, Turkey
144 820 18864 TAD Ankara, Turkey

96 19535 9VC91 Singapore (Bonn re1ay)

96 425 19644 Lagos, Nigeria
96 425 20022 DFU23 Bonn, Germany
96 400 20500 Bonn, Germany
96 425 23545 DFX54 Bonn, Germany
96 425 23697 DFX69H6 Bonn, Germany
96 395 25320 DFZ32 Bonn, Germany
96 425 26441 DFZ64 Bonn, Germany
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11.SWED-ARQ As you might suspect from the name, SWED-ARO is a diplomatic mode used
by the Swedish. To select the SWED -ARO mode , press the FUNCTION
button . The currently selected mode of operation shou ld appear at the upper
left of the LCD screen. Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step through the
various operating modes until the scree n displays:

I ~WED-ARQ Note: Thescreen may
indicate S or L rather
than M.

170

Press the FUNCTION button. The screen will now display:

I ~WED-ARQ

The 170 indicates that the demodulator is set for a shift of 170 Hz. Use the
UP and DOWN buttons to select the proper shift for the received signa!. Press
the FUNCTION button . The M-400 is now in the Text Rece ive mode for
SWED-ARO. As always , tune the radio to get both the MK and SP LEDs to
blink.

When operating in the SWED-ARO mode, the SENSE button selects either
short, medium or long characte r block sizes . The M-400 must be set to the
same size as that being received in order to obtain synchronizat ion. The only
time that the M-400 indicates the current setting of the block size is on the
Mode screen display. The simplest way to set the M·400 iswhile actually
receiving a SWED-ARO signa!. Press the SENSE button and then wait three
or four transmission cycles . If the DATA LED does not turn on,then press the
SENSE button again. WhilE~ three presses of the SENSE button will cover all
three possible group sizes , you may need to repeat this process several times
as the sending station may change block sizes while you are tryihg to manually
sync . Once the M-400 locks on to the SWED-ARO transm ission , it will track

. further block size changes automatically so you should not press the SENSE
button again unless the DATA LED turns oft.

SWED-ARQ SAMPLE FREQUENCIES

Baud Shift kHz . Call Location
100 170 12103 SAM Stockholm, Sweden
100 42 5 13 862 SAM Stockho lm, Swe den
1 00 17 0 14406 SAM Stockho lm, Swe den
1 00 370 1 452 3 SAM Stockholm, Swede n
100 425 14814 SAM Stockholm, Sweden
100 400 14878 SAM Stockholm, Swede n
10 0 38 5 14970 SAM Stockho lm, Swe de n
100 425 18033
1 00 17 0 1 881 0 SAM St ockho l m, Swe de n
100 18 947 SAM Stockholm, Sweden
100 39 5 20 699 SAM Lisbon , Po rtugal
10 0 170 20960 SAM Stockho lm, Sweden
10 0 425 20986 SAM Stoc kholm, Sweden
100 2 3505 SAM Stockholm, Swede n
100 400 23 547 SAM Stockholm, Sweden
100 4 50 2358 6 Harare, Zimbabwe
100 400 2 359 3 SAM Stoc kho lm, Sweden
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Press the FUNCTION button.
the next FAX image to start.

12.FAX Facsimile (FAX) mode is used on shortwave to transmit wire photos.weather
charts, maps and other documents. The M-400 can decade such transmis
sions and print them to a standard dot matrix parallel printer (not supplied).
The printer must be Epson graphics compatible (98% of today's PC printers
are.). The M-400 does not support laser printers.

If yaur dot matrix printer has an 8 or 9 pin print head, you may :proceed
directly. If your dot matrix printer has a 24 pin print head, you must first go to
the Programming section (Chapter 21) of this manual, and set the M·400
printer port for 24 pin output.

To select the FAX mode, press the FUNCTION button. The currently
selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left of the LCD
screen . Use the UP orDOWN buttons to step through the various operatinq
mades until the screen displays:

I
Note: The screen

120 may indicate NEG
576 rather than POS.----------
The M·400 will now wait for the beginning of

Waiting for the start of the image to occur wil! insure the image is jproperly
framed. However, you may begin to print an image "mid-stream" if ~ou wish .
Simply press the UP button to manually start (or stop) FAX decoding. Yau
will see the DATA LED light.

If you begin to print an image mid-stream (or miss the framing header) your
image will not be properly centered. For example, the left border rnight run
down the center of the page. You can manually re-frame the imag~ "on the
fly" by pressing DOWN button one or more times. Each press of th~ DOWN
button will more the image left by 1/2 inch. .

If the image starts to appear as a "negative" on the printer you can ~ress the
5EN5E button. This will change the polarity of the printed image. BÎack lines
or areas will become white and white Iines or areas will become olack. This
can also be done during reception ("on the fly").

;

The M-400 receives frequency modulated FAX at a tixed speed ot ~ 20 LPM
and a tixed IOC ot 576. This speed IOC combination will decade 95% of the
available shortwave FAX imagery.

Tuning FAX is more of an art than a science. The M-400 for is tairly ~orgiving

when tuning FAX. Trial and error is the key here. Simply watch the printer,
and make minor adjustments to your receiver's tuning knob to enhance the
image.

In order to get a good FAX image, you must have a strong signa!. i
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I FACSIMILE SAMPLE FREQUENCIES

TIME (GMT) kHz . LPM IOC Station
evenings 3357 120 576 NAM Norfol k , VA WX
e v en i ng s 4296 1 20 57 6 NOJ Kodia k , AK WX
eve n i ngs 47 04 12 0 576 AOK Ro t a , Spa i n WX
eve n i n g s 4853 120 576 NPM Pearl Harbor iHI WX

5768 120 576 JBK3 Tokyo, Japan Press
1 00 0 58 07 120 576 ZKLF Auckland, NZ WX
even i n g s 649 6 1 20 576 CFH Ha1i fax, NS WX
e ven i n g s 68 50 120 576 WLO Mobile , AL WX

690 0 1 20 576 SMA6 No r r k öp i ng , Sw . WX
eve ning s 6944 120 576 CKN Vancouver, BC WX

7 5 3 0 12 0 576 NMF Boston, MA WX
7993 120 576 NPM Pearl Harbor 1HI WX
7710 120 576 VFF Frobisher Bat WX

2300 79 31 60 18 8 AZG90 2 B.Aires, Ar g . Press
8 000 120 57 6 GXH Thurs o, GreenL, WX

2 4 hou r s 80 80 12 0 576 NAM Nor folk , VA WX
e ven i ng s 818 5 1 20 576 FPI 88 Paris, Frahce vJX

2 3 00 816 7 60 1 88 B.Aires, Arg. Press
evenings 8459 120 576 NOJ Kodiak, AK WX

849 2 12 0 57 6 NPM Pearl Harbor~HI WX
86 46 120 576 WWD LaJo lla, CA WX
86 82 12 0 57 6 NMC Sa n Fran . , Cf-,. WX
91 57 120 57 6 WLO Mobile , AL WX
931 8 1 2 0 57 6 I e e l a n d WX
9383 12 0 576 NPN Ap r a , Guam lfJX
9395 120 576 NPM Pearl Harbor~Hl WX
9438 120 57 6 J MJ 3 Tokyo , J apa /:'l WX

100 0 945 6 1 20 576 ZKLF Auckland, NZ vJX

102 20 1 20 576 RWD7 6 Kha b a z-ovs k], Rus WX

10535 12 0 576 CFH Halifax, NS . WX
10555 1 20 57 6 AX13 4 Darwin , Au13· WX

2 4 hours 10 863 120 576 NAM Norfolk, VA WX
2 10 0 11480 60 188 AZG641 B.Aires, 1'>-rg. Press

1 27 2 8 1 2 0 576 USN Point Re y e s, ! CA WX,
1 000 13340 1 2 0 57 6 ZKLF Auck land, N,Z WX
1 000 13 550 1 20 576 ZKLF Auc k l and , NZ WX

1375 1 120 576 London , UK Press
14 828 120 576 NPM Pearl Har bor ], Hl WX

days 16410 120 576 NAM Norfolk, VA WX
17151 120 576 NMC San Fran., CA WX
174 05 120 576 WWD LaJolla, CA WX

17 58 5 1 20 576 AOK Rota, Sp a i n WX
180 6 0 120 576 AX136 Darwin , Aus . WX

1 8130 120 576 J MJ S Tokyo, Japan WX

1 8245 120 576 GXH Thurso, Gre~nl. WX
mornings 19862 120 576 NPN Apra Harbor,Guam WX

21037 120 576 NPM Pearl Harbo~,Hl WX

225 42 120 576 JJC Tokyo, Japan Press
22 9 40 1 2 0 576 JJC Tokyo, Japan Press

mo r n i ng s 23 88 2 1 20 576 NPN Apra Harb a r ,:Guam WX
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13.ACARS ACARS stands for Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting
System. lt was developed a few years ago to cut down on the flight crew
workload by using computers on the ground and in the aircraft to exchange
many routine reports and messages that will enhance the safety and efficiency
of modern air travel.

ACARS is a transmission mode, somewhat like Packet radio, which is sent in
short bursts at 2400 baud (bits per second). A typical ACARS transmission
lasts weil under 1/2 of a second, ACARS uses AM (amplitude modulated)
aircraft radios. ACARS transmissions may be heard on (MHz):

131.550 Primary USA/Canada
130.025 Secondary USA/Canada
129.125 Tertiary USA/Canada

131.725 Primary Europe
131.450 Primary Japan
131.475 Private Air ceneae

These VHF communications are generally "line of sight" where ene of the
radio antennas (usually the one on the airplane) is several thousand feet
high. Unless you are located fairly near to a major airport it is not likely that
you will receive any ACARS traffic other than transmissions from aircratt.

The ACARS system has fairly sophisticated error detecting capabilities with
positive control over message integrity. The receiving station will respond
with a signal indicating whether or not each transmission was receivsd
correctly. If a message is found to contain errors the receiving station
demands a repetition of the same transmission until it is correctly received.

In the full ACARS implementation there are three distinct levels of detectinq
a reception error: at the individual bit level, the character level and the
message level. When absolute accuracy is essential (on an alrlinen.an error
at any level will cause the received message to be scrapped and will trigger
a request tor repetition. The M-400 tests tor errors at the bit level Iand will
decode and display the ACARS message until either a bit error is detecteo or
the message is completed. This format permits you to monitor the greatest
amount of ACARS traffic with the least amount of displayed garble. I You will
note that some ACARS messa ges will not be displayed in their entlrety. You
will also tind that the unit will occasionally print a line of gibberish (not that a
correctly received ACARS transmission is ever 'plain text'). The systern that
the M-400 uses is the best compromise in terms of percentage of valid data
presented. It would be very nice for us (and you) it the M-400 could request
a repetition when an error was detected, but this feature would Iikely upset
the major air carriers!

The extremely high data rate of the ACARS transmission requires tlhe use of
the Burst text display mode. The DATA LED will illuminate d~ring the
reception of an ACARS transmission. As indicated above, nowever, these
transmissions are very brief and so the illumination of the DATA LED is
sometimes merely a flicker.

To select the ACARS mode, press the FUNCTION button. The burrently
selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left of Ithe LCD
screen. Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step through the various operatlnq
modes until ACARS appears on the screen. Press the FUNCTION button.
The unit is now operating in the ACARS mode.
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ACARS transmissions are usually very cryptic and highly abbreviated They
will, at first glance, seem indecipherable. even to those with an understandinq
of aviation. Overthirty ACARS messa ge types are utilized. A typlcal message
is shown below with an analysis of its meaning. .

OUT/FUEL REPORT (QA)

The "QA" or OUT/FUEL report,
indicates total fuel boarded (in
pounds) and total fuel on board
as the plane leaves the gate,
(Notfuel at takeoff).

Tail Number N150UA

Message Typ~ QA

Time 2124Z

/ Fuel Boarded 4063 Lbs.

~/ / Fuel Quantity h30a4 Lbs.

N150UA QA // /1
3903UA0807SF02124406313084

Origin San Francisco

Flight Number United osor
Transmission! time 3903 in

minutes and seconds after the

hour. In this cafe 39 mins and

3 seconds after 21 :OOZ.

Contact Universal Radio for further reference material on AÇARS. Digital
Electronic Systems and Universal Radio wish to thank Ed Flynn for his
assistance with the ACARS mode.
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14. PAGER MODES Pagers have been developed using a variety of different signal decodinq
methods. Some of these include two-tone sequential and DTMF. I These
signals could simply cause the pager to beep, or they could then be fdllowed
bya voice message which would be heard only on the pager whose cdde had
been sent. This allowed a large number of customers to be placedlon the
same frequency without interfering with one another.

While tone only and voice pagers are still in cornrnon use, the trend is bward
digital pager signaling and message delivery. The M-400 is capàble of
decoding two of the most widely used digital paging codes: POCS4G and
GOLAY. These codes do not use tones to signal the pager, but rathertransrnlt
digital data which directly modulates the RF carrier. These codes can~ used
to address a specific pager to simply beep, to enable the transmissi n of a
voice message, or to directly enter a message into the pager which mythen
be read by the user. These digital messages fall into two categories, nurneric
only and alpha-numeric. The numeric-only messages require conslderably
less data, hence air-time, than do the alpha-numeric messages. Thelalpha
numeric can actually spell out a message to the pager, while the nume~'C only
is limited to sending a series of digits (usually the telephone numberth paged
person is to call). Bath digital pager formats have the capability of simply
signaling the pagerto beep, with no data message at all, or in conjuncti n with
a audio voice message. i

Every pager has a unique address which identifies itfrom other pagers $haring
a common frequency. This address is digitized and transmitted to thelpager.
The address that the M-400 displays is a representation of this dlgitized
information and not the address as would be entered on a paging te~minal.

This address information is presented as incidental information forthe listener
to analyze repetitions of a signal to a specific pager. lt is not intende

l-.
to be

a means of determining the identity of the paged individual, or for an~ other
investigative purpose. I

i

Many of the paging services in operation today use a combination of ,everal
different signaling formats. It is not unusual to hear a two-tone seq1,uentia,
voice page followed by a GOLAY signal followed by a DTMF and then a
POCSAG page. The M-400 wil! process only those pages which ar in the
format that the mode is set to. I

i
The interception of pager modes by private individuals may be torbidden in
certain areas. Check with your local authorities. The misuse, recordlnç or
publication of such traffic would certainly be prohibited anywhere. •

The vast majority of digital paging messages consist of telephone numoers.
Some of these will appear in the standard "555-1234" format, but th re are
many variations on this. Sometimes the hyphen is left out ("180055 4578")
or an extension number is added ("5557382-438"). A limited number f alpha
characters are included in the 'numeric only' pager formats. This all ws for
a designation of an urgent message or call by adding an R or UR a er the
phone number. Other times the extension will be used to indicate riority
("555-4821 911"). Not all pages are composed of telephone numbers. The
digital page mayalso be used to send authorization codes, part numpers or
any other type of numerical message. I

I

I
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15.POCSAG A POCSAG page signal is displayed on the screen by showinq the six digit
address indicator followed by an equal sign (=) and then a letterlindicating the
type of page: .

B indicates a beep only
# indicates a numeric message
A indicates an alpha-numeric message

In the case of the numeric and alpha-numeric pages, the ty8e indicator is
followed by the page information. It is possible to have a data page with the
information fields empty.

To select the POCSAG mode, press the FUNCTION button. ~he currently
selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left of the LCD screen.
Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step through the various ooaratlnq modes
until the screen displays:

I POCSAG
NOR

Note: The screen
may indicate REV
rather than NOR. i

Press the FUNCTION button. The unit is now operating in POCSAG mode.

The polarity of the pager signal is also of critical importance. ~s aresuit, the
SENSE key is used to invert the digital signal, if necessary. The setting of this
function to NOR or REV is a function of the sending station's equipment and
the receiver's discriminator and audio circuits. If the sense is incorrect there

I

will be no output. The DATA LED indicates valid data . Don't overdrive it.
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16. Super POCSAG While standard POCSAG mode transmits at a rate of 512 bits per s~.cond
(bps), Super POCSAG is sent at 1200 bps. In all other respeds the
specifications of the two modes are identical. The Super POCSAG signais,
therefore, have a similar sound and rhythm to standard POCSAG, but the
cadence is faster and "tones" appear higher in frequency.

In addition to the higher data rate, it has been noted that services which use
Super POCSAG tend to pack a greater number of pager signals intq each
transmission. As a result of this increased traffic density, the aJerage
throughput on a Super POCSAG station is generallygreaterthan the increase
in data speed would indicate. In spite of the large buffers in the M-4qo, the
tremendous amount of data traffic possible on a Super POCSAG channsl can
quickly over-run the LCD display buffer and rapidly out-pace even a high
speed dot matrix line printer. Just as in any other mode, or with any other
device, an over-run of the available buffer(s) will result in lost data.

To select the Super POCSAG mode, press the FUNCTION button. The
currently selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left pf the
LCD screen. Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step through the various
operating modes until the screen displays:

I SUPOCS
NOR

Note: The screen
may indicate REV
rather than NOR.

Press the FUNCTION button. The unit is now operating in the puper
POCSAG mode.

The polarity of the pager signal is also of critical importance. As aresult. the
SENSE key is used to invert the digital signal, if necessary. The setting lofthis
function to NOR or REV is a function of the sending station's equipmeht and
the receiver's discriminator and audio circuits. If the sense is incorrect there
will be no output. The DATA LED indicates valid data. Don't overdriye it.
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17.GOLAY The Golay , or more properly Golay sequential code , is another commonly
used pager signaling system. The Golay pages are displayedlon the screen
by printing the eight digit address. If the page is beep only there is no indication
other than the address. A numeric page address is followed b~ an equal sign
(=) and then the numeric data. Alpha-numeric page addresses are followed
by a colon (:) and then the page information on the following llne, Again , it is
possible to have a numeric or alpha-numeric page with an erTiptydata field.

To select the GOLAY mode, press the FUNCTION button. :The currently
selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left of th~ LCD screen.
Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step through the various operatinq modes
until the screen displays: .

I GOLAY
NOR

Note: The screen
may indicate REV
rather tnsn NOR.

Press the FUNCTION button. The unit is now operating in the POCSAG
mode.

The polarity of the pager signal is also of critical importance. Äs aresuit, the
SEN5E key is used to invert the digital signal, if necessary. Th~ setting of this
funct ion to NOR or REV is a function of the sending stat ion's equ iprnent and
the receiver's discriminator and audio circu its. .
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18. CTCSS (PL) Continuous Tone Controlled Squelch System (CTCSS) is sornetirnas also
referred to as Private Line (PL). The "squelch" on a radio is a circuit which
turns off the audio to the loudspeaker in the absence of a received siqna]. This
prevents the unwanted noise from being heard by the user. Typical squelch
circuits rely on either signal strength or detected noise level rneasurernents to
determine when the audio should be switched. With either of these methods,
the only requirement to open the squelch is a signalof adequate strenqth on
the receiver's frequency.

As the demand for radio communications increased, transmitters uslnq the
same frequency were placed closer together and many users were toreed to
share frequencies. CTCSS systems were developed so that the users
sharing a frequency would not hear messages intended for someone else.
This same CTCSS would also minimize the effects of interterende from
nearby services on the same frequency.

Here is how it works: Along with the voice information, each transmitter sends
a continuous sub-audible tone. These tones are not nearly as loud as the
voice modulation and are limited to the frequency range of 67 Hz to ~57 Hz.
Since the voice spectrum occupies mainly the range from 300 to 3qOO Hz,
these tones can be easily filtered at the receiver and thus not neard Each
receiver in turn is equipped with a decoderwhich will turn on the speaker audio
only if the proper tone is detected. The various users sharing a cómrnon
frequency are assigned discrete CTCSS tone frequencies and as a result will
not hear those transmissions using another CTCSS tone.

In a typical example Ace Plumbing, Bill's Collection Service, Larry's !umber
and Acme Trucking will all use the same frequency, or the sarne radio
repeater. All of Ace Plumbingtrucks, as weil as the dispatch radio at th~ office
will be set for 74.4 Hz; BiI/'s will use 82.5 Hz; Larry's delivery truck will be set
to 91.5 Hz and Acme will be at 107.2 Hz.

A similar situation in a neighboring town using the same repeater trequency
could set up four users with the tones: 67.0, 77.0, 97.4 and 118.8 (ag~in, just
examples). In this case each ofthe services in the above example can operate
on the same frequency in a semi-private fashion without intertering 'Ajith one
another.

There are often many more than four users sharing a common trequency or
repeater, but the principal remains the same. The properly equipped r~ceiver
will remain quiet (muted) unless the correct tone is decoded. .
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DECODING CTCSS CODES
There are 41 standard CTCSS tone frequencies in use. Wher!l the M-400 is
set to the CTCSS mode, the upper left LCD screen will display the tone being
received. This is not a frequency counter mode. You wiJl lnote that the
standard tones are specified to the nearest 1/10 of a Hz. In order to obtain
accurate frequency counter readings to 0.1 Hz, the signal must be sampled
over a ten second period.

The M-400 uses a digital signal evaluation which will analyze tHesub-audible
tone frequency and display the standard CTCSS frequency nearest to the
detected tone. This digital signal evaluation is capable of iresolving the
correct CTCSS value within 18 cycles of tone signa!. Depending upon the
actual tone frequency, this time can range trom 70 to 250 milliseconds.

While this system is very reliable and accurate (it has been used successfully
tor many years in commercial radio-telephone equipment)j, the CTCSS
display should not be used to set or align CTCSS tone gener~tors.

,

Chapter 21 Programming, describes how you can store up td ten individual
CTCSS tones in the decoder memory. If this is done and the speaker mute
is set to AUTomatic , then the M-400 can turn off the speaker relay unless one
of the programmed tones is detected.

To select the CTCSS mode, press the FUNCTION button. jThe currently
selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left of th~ LCD screen .
Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step thraugh the various operatlnq modes
until CTCSS appears on the screen. Press the FUNCTION button . The unit
is now operating in the CTCSS display mode. .

If a printer is connected a printed report of detected codes will be produced .
lt will be 13 columns wide. The decoded value will print every time it is
detected. A typical report (with two PL's in use) would look like:

20 3 . 5 203 . 5 203 . 5 20 3 . 5 203 . 5 2 0 3 . 5 20 3. 5 179.9 17 9 .9 179 . 9 1 79 )9 179 . 9 179 .9
17 9 .9 20 3 .5 20 3 .5 20 3 .5 203.5 20 3 . 5 1 79 . 9 179.9 20 3 . 5 2 0 3 .5 203 ;5 20 3. 5 1 7 9 .9
1 7 9 .9 20 3 . 5 20 3 . 5 20 3.5 203. 5 17 9 . 9 1 7 9 . 9 2 0 3 . 5 20 3. 5 203 . 5 20 3 ; 5 17 9 .9 17 9 . 9

Note: Due to the varying low frequency rell-of characterlstics of various
receivers, you may not obtain valid readings on the lower trequency tones. It
the radio won't pass it (to the record/speaker jack), the M-400 'cannot read it.
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19. Des (DPL) Digital Coded Squelch (DCS) is sometimes also referred to as Digital Private
Line (DPL). DCS is implemented in radio systems for the exact same
purpose as the CTCSS system described in the preceding sectien. The
implementation of DCS is also very similar to CTCSS in that they are both
sub-audible signais. Rather than using a separate tone for each user, the
DCS system uses a synchronous 23 bit digital code word which is!directly
modulated on the radio carrier at a 135 baud rate. This equates to a
maximum data tone of around 68 Hz, weil below the voice Irequency band
and like the CTCSS signal, at a modulation level weil below the volce signa!.

Nine bits of the 23 bit code word are determined by the three octal digits that
comprise the DCS code. Three other bits are of a set pattern while the
remaining 11 bits are check bits. The three octal digits (nine binary bits) are
capable of uniquely describing 512 codes. Due to the nature of the synchro
nous signal and the combination of data and check bits, virtually eve'!Yone of
the 512 codes has a bit pattern which is identical to at least one of the other
511 codes. This happens when you begin to decode at different points on the
continuous bit stream and is referred to as aliasing.

Some of the DCS bit patterns have as many as four aliases. There are a few
I

DCS codes which have been found to be unreliable because their bit patterne
contain frequency components which are below the response tlrmtslotmost
receivers. (A long string of bits of the same polarity starts to beoome DC.)
After eliminating the superfluous aliases and otherwise unusable codes from
the original 512 patterns we are left with 104 'standard' DCS codes] These
are Iisted in Appendix C. The M-400 evaluates the incoming sub-audible bit
pattern for a match with one of the DCS codes listed in this tabie. Aliases (i.e.
DCS codes other than those listed in Appendix C) will be neither decoded nor
displayed.

Since the DCS code is a direct binary code, the decoding is dependent upon
the polarity of the received signa!. The SEN SE button is used to s~lect the
proper polarity for DCS decoding. Many of the DCS codes will conven to
another DCS code if the signal is inverted. This is not true in all cases. How
do you know if the DCS code you are detecting as 051 is actually 051 normal
or 032 reversed? There are two methods of determining the answer to this
question. You can ask one of the technical personnel at the servicejyou are
receiving and hope that someone will both knowand share that lnforrnatlon
with you. Or you could just toss a coin because it really does not matter. If
you want to program a memory to turn on the speaker relay upon detecnon
of a particular DCS code, you can rest assured that a DCS bit pattem which
decodes as 051 normal today wil! decode as 051 normal tornorrow and
forever.

The M·400 displays the detected DCS code on the left upper line of the LCD
screen. When the code is no longer detected either due to noise, d/stortion
or loss of signal, this display will be cleared. Chapter 21 Progr~mming,

describes how you can store up to ten individual DCS tones in the decoder
memory. If this is done and the speaker mute is set to AUTomatic, 'hen the
M-400 can turn off the speaker relay unless one of the proqrarnmad DCS
codes is detected.
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To select the DCS mode, press the FUNCTION button. ,The currently
selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left of tHeLCD screen.
Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step through the various operatinq modes
until the screen displays:

I Des
NOR

Note: The screen
may indicate R~V

rather than NOR.

Press the FUNCTION button. The unit is now operating in the DCS display
mode.

Just like with CTCSS, if a printer is connected, a printed report of detected
codes will be produced. It will be 13 columns wide. The decoded value will
print every time it is detected.
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20.DTMF Dual Tone Multi Frequency (DTMF) is a signaling methad developed to
replace the pulse (rotary) dialing system in telephone applications.lnstead
of each digit of a telephone number being represented by a series of current
pulses, digits are converted into a pair of tones. DTMF uses eight discrete
tones which are divided into two groups of four frequencies. Four of the
tones correspond to the row and four to the columns of a 4x4 (16 dig~t) array.
The simultaneous transmission of a pair of these tones uniquely identities the
row and column location of a single digit in the array.

The application of DTMF signaling (also called Touch Tone) has exoanded
from telephone applications to a variety of other communication systerns
including telemetry, two-way radio and pager systems. While rnóst tele
phones only support 12 (3x4) of the DTMF digits, many of these other
systems utilize the all16 digits of the DTMF array. (The additional tour digits,
referred to as the 'fourth column' are A, 8, C and D.) The M-400 willldecode
all 16 DTMF digits.

DTMF signaling is normally sent as a string of DTMF digits spaeed fairly
close together. The M-400 will display a group of digits togetheri on one
display line as long as the time between digits does not exceëd 1000
milliseconds (1 second). If there is a pause between successive digits in
excess of 1 second, then subsequent digit(s) will be displayed on a new line.
In order for the M-400 to match a decoded string of digits with a progrtammed
DTMF memory all of the digits must be spaeed no more than 1 secend apart.

Note: Typical automated DTMF signaling is sent at a rate of ten dlgits per
second: 50 millisecond tone + 50 millisecond pause per digit.

The DATA LED will illuminate whenever a DTMF digit is being decoded, This
LED will stay on as long as the two tones corresponding to a cjligit are
detected. This LED can be used to as an indicator wh en setting the LEVEL
control: The DATA LED should blink whenever a string of DTMF idigits is
being received.

Chapter 21 Programming, describes how you can store up to ten individual
DTMF digit sequences in the decoder memory. If th is is done and the
speaker mute is set to AUTomatic, then the M-400 can turn off the speaker
relay until one of the programmed digit sequences is detected. The ~peaker
relay may then be turned off automatically at the end of a specific time period
or manually by pressing the 5EN5E button.

To select the DTMF mode, press the FUNCTION button. The ourrennv
selected mode of operation should appear at the upper left of the LCD
screen. Use the UP or DOWN buttons to step through the various operatinq
modes until DTMF appears on the screen. Press the FUNCTIO~ button.
The unit is now operating in the DTMF display mode.
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21 . PROGRAMMING • PROGRAMMING MODE MENU
To perfo rm spec ial prog ram ing tor the M-400 Ihe programming menu must
be accessed. While the unit is in Ihe normal (text) mode, press Ihe
FUNCTION button two times. The LCD will show: .

Pres s "SENSE " for
Program Mode Menu

Press Ihe SEN SE button, the screen will display the opening programming
menu selection:

I De f aul t Mode

Note: While the Programming Mode is being accessed,
all data reception and decoding is halted.

Pressing the UP and DOWN buttons will step th rough the var ious program
ming menu major selections ot:

De f a u l t Mode
De fault SeraIl
Mu t e Timer
CTCSS Codes
DCS Code s
DTMF Cod e s
FAX Printer
Default Mode

Any lime one ot these major menu headings (without any other text on
screen) is displayed, pressing the FUNCTION button will return the M-400 to
the TEXT DISPLAY mode . In order to access a function under any of these
head ings you must press the SENSE button. When the SENSE button is
pressed the lower line of the screen will become act ive. When the act ivity of
the selected menu option is complete, the bottom line of the screen will
become blank again. When the lower /ine is blank, pressingthe FUNCTION
button returns to TEXT DISPLAY.
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• PROGRAMMING THE DEFAULT MODE AT POWER UP
This menu selection determines the mode of operation that the !unit will
operate in when it is firstturned on. In order to do this, first set the M-400 to
the des ired mode of operat ion. (Yes , you must first exit the Programming
Mode to do this.) Start ing from power-on you would press FUNCTI<pN once
to get into the Mode Select. Using the UP and DOWN buttons, select the
desired mode . Also rememberto setthe proper speed, shift, and sense, Then
press FUNCTION two times until you see: :

Press "SENSE" f o r
Program Mode Menu

Press the 5EN5E button . the screen will display:

I Def aul t Mode

I

Now simply press the 5EN5E button again . The screen will lndlcate:

Default Mode
* * * Stored ** *

After a few seconds the screen will automatically return to the TEXT QISPLA Y
mode. '

Please note that storing the default mode also saves the sett ing of theispeaker
control (on/oft auto/manual) and the UOS feature. If you would like a part lcutar
speaker contra Ior UOS setting at power-on , set these features prior tp sto ring
the default mode . '

• PROGRAMMING THE DEFAULT 5CROLL i
Press ing the SEN5E button under this selection prav ides a screen display like
that in the AUXILIARY CONTROLS on page 36. This ope rat ion, however, is
capable of storing the selected scroll rate in non-volatile memory. i If this is
done, the setting will be resto red when the unit is turned on.

The UP and DOWN buttons select the des ired default scroll rate .

When the desired scroll rate is displayed you may either:

Press the 5EN5E button to store the new value in temporary memory only
I

(value wil! be va lid until power is turned oft) (This has the same ~ffect as
setting the temporary serail rate in the AUXILIARY CONTROLS s éction).

- or -

Press the FUNCTION button to store this value in non-volatile memdry (vaJue
will be permanent until re-programmed).
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• PROGRAMMING THE MUTE TIMER ,
When the speaker is set to the AUTO mode, the relay can b~ actuated upon
the decoding of a selected CTCSS, DCS or DTMF code. In the case of the
CTCSS or DCS code, the speaker relay can be deactivated wihen the code is
no longer present. The detection of a DTMF sequence, ho~ever, must be
latched. The M-400 allows the relay to turn off automaticallyj at the end of a
predetermined length of time. The setting of the mute timer determines that
period.

Use the UP and DOWN buttons to adjust the time in one secpnd steps from
o to 99 seconds. A setting of 0 disables the timer and r~quires manual
resetting of the speaker relay. Any other setting will deterrnirie how long the
speaker relay will be active following the detection of a pro~~ammed DTMF
sequence. If a second programmed DTMF sequence is detected while the
relay is still active, the timer will be re-Ioaded with the selected time value.

The setting of this option has no effect on any mode operatioh other that the
detection of a DTMF sequence.

When the desired time (in seconds) is displayed you may ei~her:

Press the SENSE button to store the new value in ternporary memory only
(value will be valid until power is turned oft)

- or -

Press the FUNCTION button to store this value in non-volatilelmemory (value
will be permanent until re-programmed).
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• PROGRAMMING THE MEMORIES (Generic) .
The following three menu items (CTCSS, DCS and DTMF) allow you to view
and program a variety of codes in very similar fashion. The basic operation
ot'these menu selections described here appl ies to all three of the menu items.
The variations and specific operations will follow this generic proqrarnmmq
description. .

In orderto view or program the code memories, press the SENSE bütton when
the desired code type is displayed. The lower line will appear as!

The number immediately fol!owing the (#) indicates the memory riumber (0
9) which is being viewed. If the selected memory has not been proqramrned,
or was programmed but was subsequently erased, the screen to the right of
the (=) will be blank. Otherwise, the value programmed into that memory will
be displayed to the right of the (=). The format of the partreula f value wil!
depend upon the type of code being viewed and will be ceserfbed in the
sections below. .

Pressing the UP and DOWN buttons will step through the ten mernorles (0
9) allocated to each type of code. The value stored in each of those mernorles.
in turn, will also be displayed. '

If all that was desired was to browse the memories tor their currently
I

programmed values, then the FUNCTION button may be pressed at any point
in the sequence 50 far to complete the current menu item operatien.

In order to program a new value into a memory, first use the UP~' or DOWN
buttons to display the memory number to be programmed and the press the
SENSE button. When the SENSE button is pressed the word ' elect' will
appear at the right side of the bottom line of the LCD and the area ~o the right
of the (=) will be cleared. This indicates that the displayed memdry number
is ready to be programmed with a new value.

i
A typical display when ready to program would look something llke:

", I

CTCSS Codes
#3 = Select

Universal M·400 Decoder

Now tor the variations on this basic programming theme:
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• Programming the CTCSS Codes ,
With the 'Select' prompt on screen, use the UP and DOWN buitons to select
the desired CTCSS tone to program into the displayed memory ~umber. You
can select any one of the 41 standard tones, or you may choose the blank
selection, at the extreme DOWN end of the list. A 'blank' memory wil! not
match any decoded tone, in essence, it is turned off.

When the desired tone is displayed, press the FUNCTION button to store the
tone in the indicated non-volatile memory. Pressing the FUN<pTION button
wil! erase the 'Select' prompt and the programmed tone frequenby will remain
displayed.

If you should change your mind or otherwise want to abort the proqrarnminq
operation press the SENSE button at any time, prior to presstnq the FUNC
TION button. Pressing the SENSE button wil! erase the 'Sele~' prompt and
re-display the tone stored in the indicated memory.

I

Once the 'Select' prompt has been cleared, the UP and DOWr,tbuttons may
be used to select, view and program other CTCSS tones or you may press the
FUNCTION button to return to the Main Select Menu. .
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• Programming the DCS (DPL) Codes
The DCS codes must be entered as a three digit octal number. Each of the
three digits is entered separately as follows: When the SENSE button turns
on Ihe 'Select' prompt, a period (.) will appear in the first digit position. To clear
(erase) a DCS memory, press the FUNCTION button at this time ('Àlith the
period displayed in the first digit position). .

Use the UP and DOWN buttons to select the desired digit (remembJr these
are octal numbers so you only have 0 to 7 to choose from) and press SENSE
to freeze the first digit. A period (.) will now appear in the second digit ~osition.
If you press the SENSE button with the period displayed in the first or second
digit posit ions, the period will change to the digit '0' . .

,
Again use the UP and DOWN buttons to select the second digit and th~n press
the SENSE button. The selected second digit will be frozen and a perled will
appear in the third digit position. .

i

Once again , use the UP and DOWN buttons to select the third digit. When all
three digits have been properly entered, press the FUNCTION button~o store
the selected DCS code into the displayed non-volatile memory num er. The
'Select' prompt will be erased and the newly programmed DCS c de will
remain displayed for the selected memory number. Pressing the FU I CTION
button with a period in the third digit position will change the period to $'0' and
then store the DCS code. :

I

To abort the DCS memory programming operation, press the SENS~ button
during the third digit selection. The 'Select' prompt wil! be erased and the
screen wil! re-display the DCS code stored in the indicated memory. If you
decide to cancel the operation at any time . simply press the SENS~ button
until the 'Select' prompt disappears. .

The FUNCTION button has no effect on DCS programming except ~hen the
period is displayed in the first digit position, or when the third digit has been
s~ected. !

i

It is possible to store any of the 512 three digit octal codes in t~e DCS
memories. The M-400, however. wiU only decode the 104 'standard' DCS
codes listed in Appendix C. Storing a code other than one of those or the list
wiU have no effect other than to occupy a memory locat ion. It w?n't hurt
anything, but there will be absolutely no benefit either. i

i
i

Once the 'Select' prompt has been cleared, the UP and DOWN buttons may
be used to select. view and program other DeS tones or you may press the
FUNCTION button to return to the Main Select Menu .
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• Programming the DTMF Codes i
The DTMF decoder can be programmed to recognize a string ~t DTMF digits
up to eight digits long. Programming DTMF codes uses a procedure very
similar to that tor DCS codes. When the 'Select' prompt turns pn a period (.)
also appears in the tirst digit position ot the DTMF code . .

[

For any ot the eight digit positions, use the UP and DOWN bu~ons to select
the desired DTMF digit tor the indicated position. The available digits are:

. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D * #

A note now about the (.) When the period is selected as one bt the digits in
a DTMF code it becomes a "don't care" or "wild card" digit. Thatlis, it will match
any DTMF digit received in that position . The "don't care" digit i~ displayed as
a (.) when it is being selected (50 you do not loose track ot the digit position
being selected) but is displayed as a blank space ( ) when di~played in the
context ot a DTMF digit string . It a DTMF code memory contains all "don 't
cares " then that memory is disabled.

Aga in, simply use the UP and DOWN keys to select the valu è ot the DTMF
digit. When the desired digit is displayed, press the SENSE button to treeze
that digit and the period will appear in the next digit position. !

!
After you have selected the desired value ot the last DTMF digit tor the
selected memory press the FUNCTION button to store the di~played DTMF
code in non-volatile memory. Remember that the DTMF co~e can be any
number ot digits trom one to eight. It you inadvertently press the SENSE
button atter the last desired digit , the period will appear inbi the next digit
position. Unless you pressed SENSE tor the eighth digit (whi h cancels the
operation) simply press the FUNCTION button with the period showing. (All
unused DTMF digit positions are set to the "don 't care" valuel anyway.)

I

It you want to cancel the DTMF code programming, press the ~ENSE button
when the eighth digit is being selected. (Repeatedly press the ~ENSE button
until the 'Select' prompt disappears.) ;

To 'erase' a DTMF code trom a memory, simply press the FU~CTION button
with the period in the tirst digit posit ion.

• PROGRAMMING THE PRINTER PORT
The M-400 is capable ot generating the FAX output in a torrrat tailored tor
Epson compatible printers with either 8 pin (also 9 pin) or 24 pin print heads.
This menu item allows you to select the output format which is ~ompatib le with
your printer. !

Pressing either the UP or DOWN buttons will toggle the setectlon between 8
and 24 pins. Press ing the SENSE button will store your selecti~n in temporary
memory only (selection will be lost if power is turned off). 1 Pressing the
FUNCTION button will save the printer selection in non-volatil émemory; it will
remain in effect until re-programmed. !
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22. AUXILIARY CONTROLS This mode features a screen which displays the setting of the speaker mute
relay and Surst format scroll rate. It will look something Iike this : .

Sp e a ke r MAN OFF
Serall Rate 5.0 S

The first line deals with the SPKR OUT jack. Pressing the SENSE button will
step thraugh the four available speaker relay settings of:

MAN =OFF, MAN =ON, AUT =OFF and AUT =ON

MAN Indicates that the relay will operate manually only. i
You can set it ON to pass all audio to the SPKR dUT jack.
You can set it OFF to disengage the SPKR OUT jack.

AUT Indicates that the relay will operate automatically Jpon
detection of a pragrammed CTCSS , DCS or DTMF code.

ON Indicates the relay is currently on (passing audio) !

OFF Indicates the relay is currently aft (not passing audio)

Note: When the relay changes you will hear a distinct click. This iJ normal.

The second line deals with the scroll rate during the Surst displaY jmethod.
Pressing the UP orDOWN buttons will increase or decrease the scroll rate in
1/2 second steps within the range of 0.0 to 19.5 seconds. A setting of 0.0
eliminates any delay from the Surst display methad. The example above
indicates a delay of 5 seconds . Any other setting indicates the minimum length
of time between successive new line scrolls ta the display. The settinq of this
value has no eftect on the display in the Text or Direct formats. The scra11 rate
setting which is selected here will remain in effect as long as i there is
uninterrupted power to the M-400. When the unit is turned on a default value
is loaded from nan-volatile internal memory. This nan-volatile default value
may be altered in one of the Programming Mode Menus.

i
After the speaker relay control and scroll rate have been set to thé desired
values, press the FUNCTION button to return the M-400 to the TEXT
DISPLAY mode.

The speaker control may be made permanent (non-valatile) by making this
setting prior to storing the default mode. See page 30 for details.

I U.O.s . = OFF

Pressing the SENSE button will toggle the Unshift On Space teature ON and
OFF. When the desired setting is displayed, press the FUNCTION button.
The UOS contraI may be made permanent (non-volatile) by setting this to the
desired state prior to storing the default settings. See page 30 for details on
storing the default settings. .
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23. MISCELLANEOUS
NOTES

• While in the Programming mode, you can changes settings ~ithout making
the changes permanent. The SCROLL RATE, MUTE TIMER and FAX
PRINTER parameters may be changed on a temporarybasis [torexperimen
tation or for other reasans without making those changes permanent. After
the desired value has been selected in accordance with th~ Programming
mode directions, press the SENSE button rather than the FU~CTION button.
The newly selected value wilt remain in effect until the M-4OP is turned off.
When the unit is turned back on, the permanent values wil! ~e restored .

• You can change the speed without changing the mode. p iessing FUNC
TION twice while in text mode wil! display the programming mode prompt. In
order to alter the mode, speed or shift , sorne key other than FUNCTION must
be pressed while the screen isdisplaying the current mode setting. Ta change
a parameter (shift or speed), without changing modes: !

1. Press FUNCTION button tor mode display
2. Press SENSE button twice .' ;
3. Press FUNCTION button to access shift and speed setting

1 If the sense is nol displayed, Ihen one press of Ihe SENSE bu~on wilt do.
;

This method allows you to quickly select among the four main ~creen formats
without the need to cycle through every sub-sectien of each rarmat.
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APPENDIX A
DTMF FREQUENCIES

(") (") (") (")

5!. 5!. 5!. 5!.
0 .... N Co>

RowO ITJ~@]~

Row1 ~~~~
Row2 [1J[!]~@]

Row3 tJ@][!J~

Low Group
Row 0 =697 Hz
Row 1 =770 Hz
Row 2 =852 Hz
Row 3 =941 Hz

High Group
Column 0 =1209 Hz
Column 1 =1336 Hz
Column 2 =1477 Hz
Column 3 =1633 Hz

APPENDIX B
STANDARD CTCSS CODES

67.0
71.9
74.4
77.0
79.7
82.5
85.4
88.5
91.5
94.8

97.4
100.0
103.5
107.2
110.9
114.8
118.8
123.0
127.3
131.8

136.5
141.3
146.2
151.4
156.7
162.2
167.9
173.8
179.9
186.2

192.8
203.5
206.5
210.7
218.1
225.7
229.2
233.6
241.8
250.3
256.3

I

Values shown are audio
frequencies in Hz.

APPENDIX C 023 114 205 306 411 503 703

STANDARD DCS CODES 025 115 212 311 412 506 712

026 116 223 315 413 516 723
031 122 225 325 423 523 731
032 125 226 331 431 526 732
036 131 243 332 432 532 734
043 132 244 343 445 546 743
047 134 245 346 446 565 754

051 143 246 351 452
053 145 251 356 454 606
054 152 252 364 455 612

065 155 255 365 462 624
071 156 261 371 464 627
072 162 263 465 631
073 165 265 466 632
074 172 266 654

174 271 662
274 664
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APPENDIX D
ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

GUlDE TO UTILITY
STATIONS

By J. KHngenfuss. The very best
guide to non-broadcast stations in the
wond. 19,549 frequencies and 3590
call signs. Aero , maritime, military,
diplomatie, research, time stations
and more . Covers SS8, CW AM and
exhaustive RTTY with new modes.
Includes Guide to wona RTTY Sta
tions. 537 p.

AIR & METEO CODE
MANUAL

By J. KHngenfuss. Learn to decode
content and origination points of Ihe
extensive RTTY meteorological
broadcasts. Detailed descriptions of
WMO GTS message formats with
many decoding examples. 10,000
meteorological stat ions are Iisted in
numerical order. © Klingenfuss Pub
lications. 374 p.

UNDERSTANDING
ACARS

By Ed Flynn. ACAAS stands for
Aircraft Communications Addressing
and Reporting System. This VHF
teletype mode is used to Iransmit data
and messages between commercial
aircraft and airport ground stations .
This book will help you intercept and
understand this interesting trattic.
© 1993 Universal Radio Res. 53 p.

THE RTTY LISTENER
RL 1 - 25

By Fred Osterman. This specialized
book contains up-tc-date, hard-te
find information on advanced RTIY
and FAX moniloring lechniques and
frequencies. Shortwave and satellite
toples are explored. An interesting
secondary reference for the ad
vaneed radioteletype listener. ©1991
Univ. Radio Res. 222 p. 8'12' x 11'.

THE RTTY LISTENER
RL 26 - 30

Compiles Newsletters 26 10 30 .
©1992 Universa/ Radio Research .
103 pages.
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GUlDE TO FACSIMILE
STATIONS

ByJ. KHngenfuss. Thebestbookwe
have seen on the exciting wor1d of
FAX monitoring. Itcoversequipment.
lechn iques , formats, frequencies, ab
breviatlons and schedules. Very up 10
date and comprehensive. Also in
cludes many Interesting sample fac
simile photos. © Klingenfuss Publica
tions. 392 p.

RADIOTELETVPE
CODE MANUAL

By J. Klingenfuss. A technical re
view of RTTY alphabets including:
Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Japanese
and Russian Cyrillic. Explains new
RTIY transmission modes includlng
ARO , ARO-E , FEC, VFT, Sitor, Pic
colo plus major CW alphabets. For
advaneed RTTY enthusiasts. ©Klin
genfuss Publications. 144 p.

THE U.S.S .R.
MERCHANT SHIP LIST

By Jason Berr!. This book list hun
dreds of recently monitored Soviet
ships by callsign and name .Also pro
vides information on decoding the
header, and indicates ship type . An
excellent secondary reference forthe
Soviet RTTY enthusiast. As useful
before ,as afterthe U.S.S.R. breakup.
©1991 Universal Radio Res. 72 p.

SHORTWAVE FACSIMILE
FREQUENCY GUlDE

By Balneger & Schaay. A valuable
reference for anyone involved in FAX.
Includes a good station list organized
by frequency. Also many FAX charts
and photos are shown. Facsimile
equipment is also briefly touched on.
The book concludes wilh addresses
for many FAX broadcasters. © Uni
versa/ Electronics. 66 p.

RTTY
TODAV

By D.lngram. Covers the theory and
equipmentof amateurand SWL radio
teletype. ©1984 Univ. E/ect 112 p.
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MODULATION TYP~SON
COMPACT DIS~ .

By J. KlIngenfu... Nqted author
Joerg Kllngenfuss hasbjlought fortll ••
hls 25 yaars of monltorlng~xper1ence .'.
10 produce this audio C~ set of 71
emIssIon types. Thls .2~ hour, two
CD set aJlows rapld ac4ess to Ihe
typical sound of all convet,tfonal and .••..
exotic shortwav& transmtssten
modes. !

WORLD PRESS SE~VICES
FREQUENCY LIST & -~ANUAL

By Thomas Harrlnqten.] Lists Eng
Iish RTIV press stationS. Three dif
ferent master frequency Iists: by time,
by frequency and by courtry. Chap
ters also review anten na" receivers
and RTTY equipment. ihe orig inal
world press services book. Includes
supplement. Fifth Edition~1992 Uni
versa/ Electronics 84 p. ]

i

I
I

THE SOVIET MARITIME RTTY
DICTIONARY

By Gary Gorka & Fred Osterman.
The single largest use~ of Baudot
RTTY on shortwave is tha vast Soviet
maritime fleet. Their Rniv transmis
slons can be monitored 124 hours a
day! With Ihis book you Ju be able to
find, decode anQ undersjand this ex
tensive Irattic. ©1988 Uiïiverse! Ra
dio Research 102 p,

i
THE HIDDEN SIGN4LS ON

SATELLJTE ry
By Thomas P. Harrington. There is
more than just TV sign~ls coming
from the domestic sateUitesl Read
about Ihe secret signals andhidden
services on the 4 GHz sa'ellites. For
every TVRO owner or hobbyist want
ing to learn more about dommunica
tions satellites. Third Edition. ©1991
Universal E/sct. 238 p.

TUNE SATELLITE RADIO
ON YOUR SATELLITIa SVSTEM

By T.P. Harrlngton. Receive audio
programing on the satellifus.lncludes
guide. ©1993 Universa/flect. 150p.
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APPENDIX E
SPECIFICATIONS

Modes & Codes:
BAUOOT
ASCII
SITaR A&B
FEC-A
SWEO-ARQ
FAX

ACARS
POCSAG
Super POCSAG
GOlAY

OTMF
CTCSS (Pl)
OCS (OPl)

45, 50, 57, 75 and 100 Baud.
75, 110 and 150 Baud.
(automatically selected by AUTOR)
96 & 144 Baud.
100 Baud (S, M & l groups) .
120 lPM 576 IOC (to printer port only!)

Aviation mode.
Oigital pager mode
Oigital pager mode
Oigital pager mode

16 digits (includes 4th column).
41 standard frequencies
104 standard codes

Filter Tones:
low tone (mark =1275).
Fixed shifts of 170, 425 and 850 plus variabie.
Variabie shifts of 100 to 1000 Hz in 5 Hz. steps.

Inputs:
Speaker Input
Discriminator Input

4-16 Ohms 100 MW. max.
10,000 Ohms .25V max.

Outputs: •
Parallel printer port (ASCII 8 bit Centronics standard) OB-2$

I

Rear Panel Jacks: I

11-14 VOC, Speaker Input (mini), Discriminator Input (mini)~

Speaker Out (mini) and parallel printer (OB-25).

Power Requirements:
11-16 VOC at 200 MA

Size:
8.75" wide x 2.5" high x 8" deep.

Weight: I

2 lbs. (5 lbs. shipping weight with transfarmer and manuaü.
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APPENDIX F
PAGER TUNING
LEVEL SETIING

The POCSAG and GOLAV pagercodes are direct digital codes (DFSK). The
very low characteristic frequency of these data modes results in significant
distortion of the signal due to the limited low frequency response at the
speaker output of most scanners. As a result, the input I~el to the data
recovery circuit of the M-400 is somewhat criticaI for proper operatien. While
optimum level setting williargely be a matter of trial and error, Ihe procedures
outlined below will assist in initially setting a level which will be usabie.

When Iistening to the pager signal it is easy to olstlnquish between the
preamble or phasing portion (which is a single tone) and th~ data segment
(resembling a wood-pecker or machine gun) . For a given lev~1 setting, these
two segments of the paging signal have quite a different efféct on the input
level LED driver circu its.

1. Set the M-400 GAIN control fully clockwise (maximum g~in).
This should place the GAIN control indicator at the 6:00 position.

2. Set the audio output from your scanner to minimum .
(the lowest volume setting). i

3. While listening to active pager signais, slowly increase the Iscanner output
until the INPUT LED illuminates during the phasing "tcnes ] and just barely
f1ickers during the data portion of the page signal. i

4. Set the M-400 GAIN control to the 12:00 position. Do N<DT make any
further adjustments to the scanner output level. This setling should
approximate the correct level tor proper pager reception. [You may need
to make slight adjustments to this setting in order to decode the pager
signais. While doing this keep in mind the following: !
a) If the steps outlined above are followed correctly, optimum level setting
of the M·400 GAIN control will be between the 11:00 anol1:00 positions.
b) The determination of proper setting should be made byobserving the
DATA LED. If this LED lights, the M-400 is decoding thelpager signal.
c) Be sure to try both the NORmal and REVerse sense èach time you
change level settings. !

:

In some cases, improved performance may be realized by diJconnecting the
speaker from the receiver output. This usually results in komewhat less
distortion at the speaker output. The best pager pertormanoe is obtained by
using the direct detector output as described for CTCSS/DqS operation on
page 42. '

CTCSS/DCS DECODING i
Both CTCSS and DCS occur on an FM carrier as low level (.3 to 1 kHz.
deviation), low frequency (67-250 Hz.), signal ALONG WIT~ VO/CE rnodu
lation of up to 5 kHz. deviation.

;

i

Because the voice modulation can be as much as ten times stronger than the
CTCSS/DCS signal to the detector without interference fro~ voice peaks.
The M-400 uses 8 poles of low pass ti/tering in-the CTCSS/DCS circuit to
prevent voice interference. However, it the receiver's speakJr output is used

I

as a souree tor audio tor the M-400, in CTCSS/DCS mode, the components
in the speaker audio signal path will cause very great lo~ses in the low
frequency range and in effect nullify the abilities of the M-~OO'S low pass
circuitry to separate the CTCSS/OCS tones from the voice. Th,s phenomenon
is known as talk-off. For this reason the M-400 has been set u~ so that reliable
decoding of the M·400 in the CTCSS/DCS modes will occut only when the
audio souree is the receiver's detector.
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APPENDIX G
RECEIVER CONVERSION
FOR ACCURATE PL & DCS

As was previously mentioned, most VHF FM receivers have circultry that
deliberately attenuate the lower audio frequencies (50-250 Hz) betöre they
reach the speaker. This circuitry is the main cause of the M-400's (a~d other
decoders) inability to properly decode CTCSS and DCS tones. The resolution
to th is problem is simply to tap into the low level audio before the de-ernphasls
circuit or directly at the detector output. '

The modification to your receiver, to access this detector output.] is very
simpie, but should NOT be attempted unless you are comfortabie wotking on
printed circuit boards. The modification:

,

1. Obtain the type jack you wish to use. RCAor 1/8" phone jacks (open circuit
only) work equally weil and will require the same size hole. '

2. Disconnect power to the scanner. ,
3. Open up your scanner and lookforthe detector IC. Regardless of th~ brand

of scanner, the detector l.C. will probably be labeled with one of 'he
following numbers: '

Detector IC
3357
3359
3361
3362
3363

Output pin
9

10
9

13
16

The following i1lustrates a detector IC and its associated de-emphasiJ circuit.

Make Connectian Here j
Detector IC

DETECTOR
OUTPUT

I
I

If you don't know how to determine which pin is which, on an IC, trien you
should probably not perform the conversion yourself.

4. Locate a clear spot on the rear panel of the scanner that is closeJt to the
detector IC. I

5. DrilI, or punch a hole on the rear panel, at this location, to fit the sFlected
jack. Invert the radio and shake it to remove any metal particles]

6. Mount the jack on the rear panel and conneet a short wire from the detector
output to the new jack. This wire does not have to be shielded. If yqu have
difficulty locating the components associated with the de-ernphasis circuit
for your connection you can, CAREFULLY, solder directly to the output pin
on the IC with a low wattage soldering iron only. I

7. Inspeet the scanner for proper connections and then close it up. I

8. Connect the new output on the scanner to the "DISC" input on the ~-400.
Power it up and enjoy. i

9. Note: When you are using the detector output of your receiver to drive the
M-400, adjustment of the receiver's volume control will have no effect on

I

the drive to the M-400.

Universal M·400 Decoder Page 42
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APPENDIX H IC-1 Zilog86C93 IC-11 74HC32

SEMI-CONDUCTOR LIST IC-2 74HC573 IC-12 74HC02
IC-3 27C128 IC-13 4069
IC-4 43256 (or equiv) IC-14 4520
IC-5 Sharp LM20A21 display IC-15 74HC4046
IC-6 75T202 IC-16 74HC163
IC-7 74LS374 IC-17 LM324
IC-8 74HC139 IC-18,19 MF5CN
IC-9 85C82 IC-20 MF6CN50
IC-10 74HC04 IC-21 LM324

APPENDIX I
L1MITED WARRANTY

Digital Electronic Systems, Inc. (herein after referred to as "~anufacturer")
has tested and found each product to function properly, ~nd within the
specifications listed in the product's manual, before being sh!pped. Any of
Manufacturer's product found to be defective in either warkmanship or
materiais, within a period of one yearfrom the date of purchase.by the original
owner, will be, at the option of the Manufacturer, repaired, replaced or
adjusted and returned to the owner, at no charge, to the qriginal quality
standard, if returned to factory by the customer pre-paid. .

i

This warranty term does not apply to semiconductors, or displays which are
warranted for 180 days. This warranty does not cover prod~cts damaged
through abuse, acts of God, operation outside of limits specitted in the
operating manual, or modifications to the product made withqut permission
from the manufacturer. .

I

All transportation charges, on returned systems, whenever Warranty does
NOT apply, must be borne by the owner to and from the tnanufacturer.
Transportation charges outside of the continental U.S., w~ether or not
warranty is applicabie, must be borne in both directions by the owner.

I
I

Upon receipt of equipment, the purchaser is responsible fo~ checking the
contents for damage. Any shipping damage should be referre~ to the carrier.
Manufacturer is not responsible for any personal injury, prop rty, or conse
quential damage, resulting from improper or careless installati nor for usage
not intended by the manufacturer. .

Digital Electronic Systems, Inc., or Universal Radio, Inc. does n~t recommend
the use of its products in life support, or other applications whf.re a failure or
malfunction of the product may directly threaten life or injury. [Theretore the
user of Digital Electronic Systems, Inc., or Universal Radio, I~c. products in
life support applications assumes all risk of such use and lndernnifles Digital
Electronic Systems, Inc. and or Universal Radio, Inc. aqainstjall damages.

Digital Electronic Systems, Inc., reserves the right to chang$ designs and
specifications without notice and without the obligation to bring previously sold
merchandise up to the new specifications. I

DIGITAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC.
565 Paul Morris Dr.

Englewood, FL 34223
813474-9518 Phone
813474-9519 FAX
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APPENDIXJ
SCHEMATICS
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